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Home Theater and Health Care Reform (Part 4)
THIS IS THE
FOURTH
AND FINAL
COLUMN
ON HOME
THEATER AND
HEALTH CARE
REFORM. The
first column
covered how
By: Gary L. Shapira, MD home theater
MCMS President
equipment and
set-up were
similar to health care reform infrastructure
and set-up (Jan/Feb, 2015). The second
column covered the first method of
evaluation which is the need for changes
(Mar/Apr, 2015). The third column
covered the second method of evaluation
which is expert opinion (May/Jun, 2015).
This final column will cover the third
and final method for evaluating home
theater and health care reform which is
measurements.
Every home theater has strengths
and weaknesses. The strength of my
home theater is a balanced and realistic
presentation. The weaknesses of my
home theater is limited volume slam
and amount of bass. So I tried speaker
stacking. Speaker stacking is putting
one speaker on top of another with the
tweeters close together. The same signal
is sent to both speakers. In theory the
volume should double with an increase
of 6 dB with the same speaker stress.
That was what I initially heard because
that was what I expected. But I heard
wrong. When I measured, the treble
increased 5.5 dB, the midrange increased
5.3 dB, but the bass only increased 0.75
dB. After seeing these measurements, I
heard that the balance was worse, and
subjectively the system sounded worse.
In a similar manner, I tried a subwoofer.

Measurements showed that the balance
was worse. So I enjoy the balance and
realistic presentation of my home theater
and live without the volume slam and
room-shaking bass that others like.
How do you measure the ACA? In my
first column I defined Affordable Care
Organizations (ACOs) - a central pillar
of the ACA. The summary financial
results on 2014 ACO performance
were released by the government on
8/25/2015. I think the best measure of
the Affordable Care Act is money, and
whether doctors and the government
benefit.

DID DOCTORS BENEFIT?
There were 333 Medicare Shared Savings
Program (MSSP) ACOs in 2014. 92
MSSP ACOs got $341 million in shared
savings. But running an ACO is not
free. A rough approximation is over
$2 million to set one up and over $1
million a year to run one. Running 333
ACOs costs at least $333 million. So
as a group, ACOs got $341 million at
a cost of over $333 million. Also the
amortized set-up cost is at least $666
million. So as a group, ACOs lost lots of
money, and most doctors didn’t benefit.
But what if the doctors were in one of
the 28% of ACOs that got something.
These ACOs averaged $3.7 million
each. That had costs too- maybe $1
million expenses and $0.4 million 5-year
amortized set-up cost. If the rest went
to doctors in a 360 member ACO, the
average doctor would get $6400. So
if your ACO is an average ACO in the
top 28% (86th percentile), you might
get a $6400 bonus. 72% got nothing
and had over $1.4 million in expenses!
Measurements show that doctors did
not benefit from ACOs.

DID THE GOVERNMENT BENEFIT?
They say that they did. But did they?
Ben Umansky of The Advisory Board
Company looked at the numbers
(How to Understand the New ACO
Results, advisory.com, 8/26/2015). The
government reported $806 million in
savings from the 92 MSSP ACOs that
qualified for a shared savings payment.
But using ACO-level data, Mr. Umansky
calculated that all 333 MSSP ACO’s
kept spending only $291 million below
benchmark. Subtract the $341 million
payment to the 92 top performers and
the government lost $50 million! The
government did not benefit from ACOs.

THE FUTURE
What does the future hold for the
ACA. In spite of bad measurements,
the government plans to double down.
The government announced in January
2015 the goal to have 30% of Medicare
payments made through alternative
payment models by the end of 2016
and 50% made through alternative
payment models by the end of 2018.
A new addition is the Comprehensive
Care for Joint Replacement Model which
is expected to start January 1, 2016.
The government would like to require
hospitals in some parts of the country to
participate and to require participating
hospitals to take downside risk.

SUMMARY
• This completes my series on home
theater and health care reform.
• The many changes in the ACA support
a bad law.
• The expert opinions support a good
law.
• But measurements show that the
Affordable Care Act is a bad law.
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MEDICAID PRIMARY CARE UPLIFT ISSUES -HEALTH PLAN CONTACTS
The Michigan State Medical
By: Adrian J. Christie, MD;
Society (MSMS) recently met with
Betty S. Chu, MD;
the Michigan Association of Health
Donald R. Peven, MD;
Plans (MAHP) and Medicaid
David P. Wood, Jr., MD
to discuss member physician
concerns that the 2013-2014
Medicaid Primary Care Rate Increase (Medicaid PCP Uplifts)
still have not been paid out completely and that some payers
are extremely slow in paying the 2015 uplifts.
Medicaid is currently in the process of performing the final look
back at 2013 and 2014, to determine any remaining payments
that need to be made to the health plans in order for the
physicians to receive the uplifts. Because of this, timing is of
the utmost importance.
If your practice believes you are owed uplift money from
2013, 2014 or 2015, please contact the appropriate
Medicaid managed care health plan immediately. Visit
www.msms.org/Resources/ForPractices/PayerInformation/
MedicaidHealthPlanContactsPCPUpliftIssues to find contact
names and numbers at each plan who is responsible for the
uplift and can research your request.
If the health plan indicates that you are not an eligible Medicaid
provider or after speaking to the representative you still feel
the issue has not been resolved, please contact Stacie J. Saylor,
Reimbursement Advocate at (517) 336-5722, or by email at
ssaylor@msms.org.

MSMS CELEBRATES 150 YEARS OF IMPACT
On Wednesday, October 7, 2015 the Michigan State Medical
Society commemorated its 150th anniversary with a cornerstone
celebration, held on the beautiful front lawn of the MSMS
Headquarters in East Lansing. Distinguished attendees included
current and past Society presidents and board members, as well
as state legislators and government officials.
David Share, MD, board chair, opened and closed the ceremony.
Tim Becker, chief deputy director of the Michigan Department
of Health and Human Services, and Nathan Triplett, mayor
of East Lansing, Michigan, each spoke about MSMS’s impact
on the community and region. Rose A. Ramirez, MD, current
president, and Alexander A. Harris, MS-II, student director of
the board, each presented their ideas about the future of the
Society and health care.
James D. Grant, MD, immediate past president, and David M.
Krhovsky, MD, president-elect, shared the honor of opening
and re-sealing the cornerstone. Doctor Grant opened the
cornerstone and read the 1959 predictions for the future of
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medicine. Governor G. Mennen Williams’s predictions included:
“I feel we will witness a continuing increase in medical facilities
and a great expansion in the use of these facilities by every
family and individual. We will be training hundreds of additional
doctors, specialists, nurses and technicians each year and will
undoubtedly be considering the establishment of a fourth
Michigan medical school long before the year 2000 A.D.”
Now that the future referenced in this 1959 message is in fact
here, Doctor Krhovsky read predictions for the next 50 years of
medicine and health care. Doctor Grant and Doctor Krhovsky
then re-sealed the cornerstone, which is set to be re-opened in
2065, when the Society celebrates 200 years.
Attendees also were able to observe items from the 1959 time
capsule and enjoyed a reception with colleagues and friends to
cap off the exciting event. Capsule documents may be viewed at
http://www.msms.org/Cornerstone.

RESOLUTION 26-14: ADDRESSING FRAUD
WITHIN THE PROFESSION
That MSMS promote to its members an understanding of the
professional and financial cost implications of insurance fraud
for the entire physician community and encourage members to
report physicians who are knowingly perpetrating health care
fraud to the Michigan Board of Medicine and/or all other proper
regulatory agencies.
The American Medical Association’s Principles of Medical Ethics’
second principle centers around medical fraud, stating:
A physician shall deal honestly with patients and colleagues,
and strive to expose those physicians deficient in character or
competence, or who engage in fraud or deception.
An issue so serious physicians are expected to report their
colleagues, health care fraud has recently made headlines across
the country, costing patients and health care providers millions of
dollars alike.
What qualifies as health care fraud? Though the crime can take
many shapes, the end-goal of fraudulent physicians remains clear
-- to turn a profit. Unsuspecting patients, many of whom are lowincome, disabled or elderly, are targeted for both their money and
the collection of their personal information -- all of which can be
sold to benefit the fraudulent health care provider.
Physicians who may find themselves in a position to report a
fellow medical professional will help in keeping the Michigan
medical community held at its current high regard. Reporting
health care fraud can also benefit entire communities, while
protecting the unsuspecting victims within it. Health care fraud
reports are most commonly made to the Michigan Board of
Medicine and insurance companies.

Great
at Any Age
Falls Prevention and Diabetes Programs

Diabetes PATH

Personal Action Toward Health
Stanford University’s Chronic Disease Self Management Program
Diabetes PATH is a six-week workshop designed
especially for people with Type 2 diabetes.
Participants will learn:
• Techniques to deal with symptoms
• Meal planning and healthy eating
• Appropriate use of medication
• How to work with health
care providers

People who take the workshop say
they have more energy and less
pain, get more exercise, feel more
comfortable talking to their doctors,
and are more confident that they
can manage their health.

A Matter of Balance

Managing Concerns About Falls
Based on a program created by Boston University
This award-winning program is designed to reduce the fear of falling and increase
the activity levels of older adults who have concerns about falls.
97% of participants who have used the program would recommend A Matter of
Balance to others.
Participants will learn how to:
• View falls as controllable

• Reduce fall risks in their environment

• Set realistic goals for increasing activity

• Increase balance with exercise

Powered by Michigan’s
Area Agencies on Aging

Great at Any Age is made possible by
the Michigan Health Endowment Fund

GreatAtAnyAgeMi.com
Macomb Medicus, November/December 2015
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As an active and educated group of medical professionals,
MSMS encourages its members to report any wrongdoing.
With an ever expanding and rapidly evolving national health
care system, MSMS sought to remain on the forefront of the
important fight to lessen health care crime in Michigan with
Resolution 26-14.

HELP YOUR OLDER PATIENTS STAY
HEALTHY AND HAPPY
Free classes are now available to help your older patients
prevent falls and assist Type 2 Diabetics manage their
condition. These evidence-based classes were created by
Stanford University (Diabetes Self-Management Program)
and Boston University (A Matter of Balanceô), and have been
expanded statewide thanks to a $5 million grant from the
Michigan Health Endowment Fund. To find a class near you,
please visit www.greatatanyagemi.com. There you’ll be able
to search by county for the local Area Agency on Aging and
then locate a link to their class schedules. A flyer is available
for your staff and posting inside your waiting and examination
rooms. For more information, please contact Project Director
Mary Ablan, MA, MSW, at ablan@iserv.net or call (517) 8861029.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NOVEMBER 11 Free MSMS Webinar, “Health Literacy & It’s

Daily Impact”, 12:15 - 1 pm. No cost, but registration is required,
to register visit www.msms.org/Education.

NOVEMBER 13-14 19th Annual Conference on Bioethics:

Ethical Issues in Neonatal and Pediatric Care, Sheraton Hotel in
Ann Arbor. For more information or to register visit www.msms.
org/Education.

NOVEMBER 17 MCMS Annual Meeting, Wyndham Garden

Sterling Heights, 6:30 pm cocktails, 7 pm dinner & program. To
register email macombcms@gmail.com

NOVEMBER 21 Compliance Essentials for Everyday Practice,

MSMS Headquarters in East Lansing, 9 am - 4 pm. To register visit
www.msms.org/Education or call 517-336-7581.

DECEMBER 9 Free MSMS Webinar, “Prescribing Opioids in

Chronic Pain”, 12:15 - 1 pm. No cost, but registration is required,
to register visit www.msms.org/Education.
Watch for emails and fliers with the details of upcoming events.
Does the MCMS have your email address? If not, send it to us at mcms@
msms.org or call 810-387-0364 so that we can keep you informed!
Change of Address? Let us know! Call 810-387-0364 or Email us
mcms@msms.org any changes.

CALL FOR MCMS
OFFICER
NOMINATIONS
The MCMS Board of Directors is looking for members
interested in participating as an officer or delegate.
The MCMS Board meets approximately six times per year,
usually for a dinner meeting on Tuesday evenings. Delegates
are also expected to attend the annual Michigan State Medical
Society House of Delegates held in the Spring.
Anyone interested in running for a position on the MCMS
Board please contact Heidi Leach at mcms@msms.org or call
810-387-0364.
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When you need it.

Medical professional liability insurance specialists
providing a single-source solution

ProAssurance.com

(248) 637-5390
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Henry Ford Macomb Hospital
MSQC RECOGNIZES HENRY FORD MACOMB
WITH QUALITY AWARD
The Michigan Surgical Quality Collaborative recognized
Henry Ford Macomb’s Alisa Sherrard Jacob, R.N., and Harold
Gallick, M.D., J.D. with a Leader in Quality award at its annual
conference in September. The award was presented for a quality
improvement project that has reduced surgical site infections
and post-op pneumonia at the hospital.

reduce bacteria in the mouth and an incentive spirometer.
The project has not only significantly reduced post-operative
pneumonia and surgical infections, it has also reduced
readmissions because patients understand what they’re
expected to do after surgery.
The MSQC is a collaborative of Michigan hospitals dedicated to
overall surgical quality improvement, including better patient
care and lower costs, under the sponsorship of Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Michigan and Blue Care Network.

“The benefits of participating in a state-wide collaborative such
as the MSQC includes sharing “best practice” methodologies.
We have learned much and in this instance we were gratified to
be recognized for contributing as well,” said Dr. Gallick.
Henry Ford Macomb developed a pre-surgical class, “Simple
Steps to a Safer Surgery,” that educates patients on what to
expect. Alisa teaches the class twice a week for elective-surgery
patients and their caregivers. It is also available to view online.
In addition, patients are given a kit with two scrub brushes
to reduce bacteria on the body, two bottles of mouth wash to

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIEDS
Anesthesiologist to give conscious
Anesthesiologist to give conscious
sedation 2-3 days a week for a Pain Center
sedation 2-3 days a week for a Pain Center
in Warren. Generous compensation. Only
in Warren. Generous compensation. Only
Conscious Sedation (no general
Conscious Sedation (no general
anesthesia). A good fit for semi-retired or
anesthesia). A good fit for semi-retired or
retired Anesthesiologist.
retired Anesthesiologist.
Call Amy at 586-757-4000
Call Amy at 586-757-4000
Orthopedic Surgeon and/or Spine
Orthopedic Surgeon and/or Spine
Surgeon to lease office space in a very busy
Surgeon to lease office space in a very busy
Interventional Pain Center with two
Interventional Pain Center with two
locations, Warren & Eastpointe. Can be an
locations, Warren & Eastpointe. Can be an
excellent referral base.
excellent referral base.
Call Amy at 586-575-4000
Call Amy at 586-575-4000
Medical Supplies / DME Supplier to lease
Medical Supplies / DME Supplier to lease
1,100 sq. ft. office space at a very busy Pain
1,100 sq. ft. office space at a very busy Pain
Center in Warren & Eastpointe.
Center in Warren & Eastpointe.
Call Amy at 586-575-4000
Call Amy at 586-575-4000
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Henry Ford Macomb’s Alisa Sherrard Jacob, R.N., and Harold Gallick,
M.D., J.D. receive a quality award at the Michigan Surgical Quality
Collaborative’s annual conference in September.

HENRY FORD MACOMB HOSPITALS OPENS
SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH CLINIC AT MT.
CLEMENS HIGH SCHOOL
Henry Ford Macomb Hospitals’ first school-based health center
is now open at Mt. Clemens High School. The clinic is for
patients 10 to 21 years of age, and services students at both
the middle school and high school (which share a campus)
and other adolescents in the community. The location is part
of Henry Ford Health System’s network of school-based health
centers throughout the service area.
The year-round clinic, currently open 24-hours a week,
provides primary care services including immunizations,
physicals, basic first aid, vision and hearing screenings and

H O S P I T A L

N E W S

referrals, lab testing and chronic disease management for
conditions like asthma or diabetes. The clinic is staffed with a
nurse practitioner and a behavioral health therapist. Dr. Chris
O’Connell provides medical oversight as the health center’s
medical director.
In addition, the center offers an array of social services,
including counseling, pregnancy prevention and basic health
education.
The staff also supports the wellness needs of patients’ families
and helps them to enroll in Medicaid or medical insurance if
needed. Students are never denied medical treatment based on
an inability to pay.
“We have a 15-year relationship with Mt. Clemens Schools
promoting wellness. Adding the school-based health center
is a crucial way to close the gap for struggling families in need
of access to healthcare,” said Jill Yore, R.N., manager of Henry
Ford Macomb’s School Health Network.

Yore applied for project funding through the Michigan
Department of Education, with the support of Henry Ford
Health System’s School Based and Community Health
department. Receiving the grant was especially gratifying for
Yore, as she grew up in the community and graduated from Mt.
Clemens Schools.
Many students in Mt. Clemens Schools face major barriers to
care, such as parents needing time off of work to bring their
children to the doctor, transportation and cost. By removing
these barriers, the clinic’s goal is to create a better learning
environment for the students and have a real, long-term impact
on their lives.
“Students are more likely to come to school, more likely to
graduate and less likely to be in poverty when health services
are provided at their school,” said Yore.
To schedule an appointment at the new clinic, call (586) 4613363.

Join us for Macomb County Medical Society’s

ANNUAL

MEETING

Non-Member Physician Guests and Spouses Welcome at No Charge

Tuesday, November 17, 2015
Wyndham Garden Sterling Heights (formerly the Best Western Sterling Inn)
Van Dyke & 15 Mile Rd. in Sterling Heights
6:30pm Cocktails ~ 7pm Dinner & Program
Outgoing MCMS President, Gary Shapira, MD will
be presented with a plaque of appreciation for his
service to the society

Reservations Must be Made by Friday,
November 13
Email the MCMS Office at mcms@msms.org
or call 810-387-0364

Macomb Medicus, November/December 2015
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St. John Macomb Oakland Hospital
SJMOH AND CITY OF WARREN HOLD FIRST
HEALTH & SAFETY FAIR
On July 18, St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital partnered with
the City of Warren for the first Annual Family Health and Fire
Safety Expo. The event was held at Warren City Hall and was
attended by more than 600 residents of all ages, from infants
to seniors. Numerous departments from provided health
screenings, information & education, including:
•

Home Safety

•

Hands Only CPR Education

•

Stroke Education

•

Blood pressure checks and consulting

•

Home Fall Risk Assessments for seniors

•

First Aid

•

Healthy Summer Snacks

In addition, Warren Fire Department did an outstanding job
displaying specialized equipment including the Warren Fire
Tactical Response Team. They also had events for the children
including the “Firefighter Challenge” where kids donned
firefighter gear and participated in a series of physical activities.

SJMOH PHYSICIAN TAKES MEDICAL MISSION
TRIP TO THAILAND
When Dr. Ia Kue was six years old, her family fled the
retaliation of communism after the Vietnam War to begin a
new life in Thailand. She came to America in 1979 and became
a family medicine physician, serving the patients of St. John
Macomb-Oakland Hospital. In 2009, and again this summer,
Dr. Kue took a group of people to the villages of northeast
Thailand near the Mekong River, where her family sought
refuge in refugee camps. The area also borders Laos, where
many of her family
members were
killed. Dr. Kue and
her team provided
free medical care
to the Hmong and
Thai village people
in need during the
two-week trip. To
her, it’s a chance
to give back to
those who have suffered similarly to her family but who never
were able to escape the poverty there.

DR. BONNEFIL RETIRES AFTER 41 YEARS OF
SERVICE
William Bonnefil, MD, has retired from active practice after
41 years of dedicated service to St. John Macomb-Oakland
Hospital, Warren
Campus. He
has served for
the last 15 years
as ObstetricsGynecology
Department
Chief. At a recent
Medical Executive
Committee meeting,
Dr. Bhadresh
Nayak, Vice-Chief
of Staff, pictured right, presented him with a clock inscribed for
his leadership, dedication and service to the community.’ Best
wishes, Dr. Bonnefil.
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SJH&MC RESEARCHER CO-AUTHORS
IMPORTANT STUDY FOR CHILDREN’S
ONCOLOGY GROUP

ST. JOHN HOSPITAL ESTABLISHES
HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM

Paul J. Chuba MD, PhD, FACR - a member of the Meade
Pediatric Hematology Oncology section at St. John Van Elslander
Cancer Center - is the co-author of an original report published
this June in the Journal of Clinical Oncology. Dr. Chuba
contributed to a national trial by the Children’s Oncology
Group that demonstrated the effectiveness of chemotherapy
prior to radiation treatment on a type of brain tumor in young
patients. The trial was notable for its innovation in the type of
drugs used in this treatment, for the timing of their use, and for
the excellent survival rates of the patients studied.

In June, St. John Hospital & Medical Center welcomed its first
two fellows to its newly established Hematology Oncology
Fellowship program: Dahlia Sano, MD, and Uqba Khan,
MD. Dr. Sano comes to SJH&MC from Crittenton Hospital,
where she completed her Internal Medicine Residency and
was the Chief Resident. Dr. Khan completed his Internal
Medicine residency at St. Agnes Hospital in Baltimore, Md. The
fellowship is for three years and will focus on general training
in hematology and clinical oncology, and research. Each year,
two fellows will be added to the program with a goal of having
six fellows total at any given time (two each 1st year, 2nd year
and 3rd year fellows). The fellowship signifies the ongoing
commitment to and development of SJH&MC’s Medical
Education, reflects the advanced clinical practice there, and
serves local and national communities in closing the gap of
hematologist/oncologist shortage.

CRITTENTON HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
JOINS ASCENSION MICHIGAN
On Oct. 1, Crittenton Hospital Medical Center became a part of
Ascension Michigan. The 290-bed acute care healthcare facility
joins St. John Providence, Borgess, Genesys, St. Mary’s of
Michigan and St. Joseph Health System as part of the statewide
footprint of Ascension. Crittenton will continue to have its own
medical staff and by-laws, as do other hospitals within St. John
Providence and Ascension Michigan. Like the other Ascension
Michigan hospitals and health systems, Crittenton will retain
its current name. Crittenton is a distinct Ascension Michigan
ministry, not part of either St. John Providence or Genesys.

NATIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION COMES TO
DETROIT
St. John Providence (SJP) was a proud sponsor of the National
Medical Association (NMA) annual conference held in
Detroit, Aug. 1-5. The NMA is the nation’s oldest and largest
organization representing African American physicians and
health professionals in the United States. An estimated 5,000
-7,000 physicians were in attendance for the conference, which
was held at Cobo Center and the Detroit Marriot Renaissance.
The conference was a perfect opportunity for SJP physician
recruitment to promote career opportunities with SJP and
Ascension. Established in 1895, the NMA is the collective
voice of more than 30,000 African American physicians and the
patients they serve.

Celebrating the new Hematology Oncology Fellowship at SJH&MC are
(l-r): Tarik Hadid, MD; Carrie Dul, MD; Dahlia Sano, MD, fellow; Zyad
Kafri, MD; Uqba Khan, MD, fellow; Ayad Al-Katib, MD, medical director
of Oncology and section chief of Hematology; and Daniel Lebovic, MD.
(Not pictured: Core faculty member Lokesh Nagori, MD.)
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UNCOMPROMISING

IN MICHIGAN, WE PROTECT
OUR MEMBERS WITH THE BEST
OF BOTH WORLDS: NATIONAL
RESOURCES AND LOCAL CLOUT

As the nation’s largest physician-owned medical malpractice insurer, with
77,000 members, we constantly monitor emerging trends and quickly
respond with innovative solutions. And our long-standing relationships with
the state’s leading attorneys and expert witnesses provide unsurpassed
protection to our nearly 4,700 Michigan members. When these members
face claims, they get unmatched litigation training tailored to Michigan’s
legal environment, so they enter the courtroom ready to fight—and win.
Join your colleagues—become a member of The Doctors Company.

CALL OUR EAST LANSING OFFICE AT 888.896.1868
OR VISIT WWW.THEDOCTORS.COM

PROTECTION
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By: Kathleen Moon, ARNP, LHRM, Patient Safety Risk Manager, The Doctors Company

PRACTICES AND HOSPITALS THAT EMPLOY

• When scheduling appointments, staff should inform

ADVANCED PRACTICE PROVIDERS (APPS), INCLUDING

patients when they are being scheduled with an APP. If

NURSE PRACTITIONERS AND PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS,

that patient requests to see his or her physician, the staff

CAN EXPERIENCE MANY BENEFITS, such as lower

should provide the patient with that option.

operating overhead, increased physician time with patients,
and improved patient education and satisfaction. However,
employers of APPs should consider implementing effective
risk management measures to help ensure that the benefits

• Make certain APPs wear identification that indicates their
name and their job title.
• Develop treatment guidelines and clinical triggers for

of using APPs are not at the expense of increased liability

physician consultation. Meet with the APPs regularly to

exposure.

discuss their roles and expectations within the practice,

An APP is often covered under the physician’s or hospital’s
malpractice insurance policy under vicarious liability
coverage. APPs can be held directly liable for their own
acts or omissions, but, in addition, under the legal theory
of vicarious liability, physicians and hospitals can also be
held liable for the actions of their employees, including
APPs. Therefore, the physician or hospital is often named in
malpractice claims involving their APPs.

and document these meetings.
• Regularly review the charts, including prescription
monitoring, of patients seen by the APPs.
• Make sure that all staff members, including APPs, have
adequate professional liability coverage. For non-employed
APPs, liability coverage should be equal to what the
physician or practice carries.

To help decrease liability risks, the employing physician or
hospital should have a written policy outlining the APP’s
scope of practice. This policy should be signed by the APP

To read case studies about employing APPs

and other staff members annually. In putting together this

and for detailed risk management checklists,

policy, it is important to know the laws in your state that

download The Doctors Company’s guide to an

govern the scope of practice of APPs. Other suggestions to
decrease liability risks include:
• Ensure that all newly hired APPs undergo orientation

APP preventive action and loss prevention plan at
http://ow.ly/OxqBm.

with the practice or hospital.

The guidelines suggested here are not rules, do not constitute legal advice, and do not ensure a successful outcome. The ultimate decision

RISK MANAGEMENT TIP

Employing Advanced Practice Providers: Balancing
Benefits and Potential Malpractice Risks

regarding the appropriateness of any treatment must be made by each health care provider in light of all circumstances prevailing in the
individual situation and in accordance with the laws of the jurisdiction in which the care is rendered.
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the maintenance of standards of conduct and discipline of
members as well as to review patient complaints.
M E M B E R

N E W S

Have you or a MCMS colleague been elected
to a position (specialty society, hospital,
community based program, etc.) or honored
for your volunteer service within the
community or abroad? Let us know. We
would like to recognize MCMS members in the
‘Member News’ section of the Medicus.
Contact Heidi Leach at mcms@msms.org or
macombcms@gmail.com with newsworthy
information.
Publication is subject to availability of space
and the discretion of the Editor.

Internal
Medicine

A S S O C I A T E S
133 S. Main Street  Mt. Clemens, MI 48043
586-465-1600  Fax 586-465-0329
30795 23 Mile Rd., Ste. 201  Chesterfield, MI 48047
586-421-1600  Fax 586-421-1800

A full service Internal Medicine and Cardiology
practice, providing patient care in Macomb
County for over 50 years.
Designated Patient Centered Medical Home
Internal Medicine
Ruth A. Rydstedt, MD
Jerome H. Finkel, MD
Pasquale B. Iaderosa, MD
Kenneth E. Smith, MD
Robert A. Chang, MD
Sima Salman, DO
Bonnie Ogden, PA-C
Amy Lorkowski, PA-C
Adrienne Doerr, PA-C

Cardiology
Joseph B. Naoum, MD
Gunateet Goswami, MD
Natesh Lingam, MD
Lauren Groves, PA-C
Whitney Wright, PA-C

Complete Imaging & Ancillary Service Center

High Complexity Complete CLIA Laboratory  CT Scan
 Nuclear Cardiology Imaging  Echo Doppler
 Cardiovascular Doppler  Ultrasound  Stress Testing
 Bone Density  Digital X-Ray
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Nominate a Colleague
SUPPORT
OUR
for the 2014 MSMS

ADVERTISERS!!

SHARE YOUR
NEWSWORTHY ITEMS

message to the public sector.

Community
Service Award
Need insurance,

We are seeking nominations for the 2014 MSMS Community
Service Award. The focus of the award is to recognize physicians
who have contributed above and beyond their medical practices.

looking to refer a
patient?

Categories of outstanding service and leadership include (but are
not limited to):
• Volunteer Medical Work
• Overseas Missionary Service
• Environmental & Conservation Programs
• Public Health Programs
• Civic Duty and Leadership

Look to the physicians
and companies

who advertise in the

Please contact the MCMS office with the name of the physician
and information on why you would like to nominate them. The
office can be reached via email mcms@msms.org or call 810387-0364.

Medicus.

Macomb Medicus,March/April 2014

Henry Ford Macomb

Obstetrics &
Gynecology

16151 19 Mile Rd., Suite 300
Clinton Twp., Michigan 48038
Phone (586) 228-1760
Fax (586) 228-2672

Steven J. Ferrucci, MD
Ronald B. Levin, MD
Janet C. Weatherly, CNM

7

P R A C T I C E

N E W S

Industry Trend: Probe Audits and Data Mining
By: Laura Lovett, CPC, CPMA, CPC-I, CANPC, CEMC, Data Integrity and Compliance Consultant, The Rybar Group, Inc.

NOBODY WANTS TO BE AUDITED. NOBODY

and billing practices to fit in to a particular pattern.

HAS TIME TO BE AUDITED. Unfortunately that is

The goal is to provide medically necessary services to

the reality healthcare providers face; external audits

the patients, document those services appropriately,

can be initiated at any time.

and receive correct reimbursement for the services

Currently, we are seeing providers from various
specialties and in multiple states, receiving probe

rendered. If that happens to send up a flag when data
mining occurs, so be it.

audit letters from their respective MAC. The letters

Nobody wants to be audited. Nobody has time to

are identifying these providers as being high utilizers

be audited. Being audited should not create fear

of a particular E/M code when compared to their

and anxiety. Being audited should just be business

peers. Being a high utilizer does not automatically

as usual and a minor inconvenience. Make sure any

mean there is a problem. The services could be

audits you face are just that by keeping tabs on your

medically necessary, appropriately documented, and

documentation and coding through internal auditing

coded correctly. If they are not correct, what was just

and monitoring.

a probe audit can turn into a much larger audit and
the MAC will require the provider to refund the over
payments.

Laura Lovett is a Data Integrity & Compliance

So what should providers do? Either implementing

Consultant for The Rybar Group, specializing in the area

or continuing to maintain an effective compliance

of Professional Service Coding, Auditing and Education.

plan which includes auditing and monitoring is the

She can be reached at 810.853.6173 or via email at

first step. The goal is not to change your coding

LLovett@therybargroup.com.

audited.
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has time to be
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Macomb County Medical Society Foundation
2015 Holiday Sharing Card Project
For this year’s Holiday Sharing Card Project we are giving you the option of contributing to either or
both of the following two local charities. We know that during these difficult economic times, you
receive several donation requests, but we hope that you will help those in need in your community.
The MCMS Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization, as it pays for all costs
associated with this project, your donation is 100% tax deductible. The MCMS Foundation’s Tax ID
number is
38-3180176.

Macomb County Food Program serves people in need of food through

its 55 pantry distribution sites. Last year, they were able to feed nearly 500 people
per day. 100% of every dollar donated is used to purchase food. The Food Program
is able to purchase reduced cost food so for every dollar received the program can
purchase two days worth of food.

Turning Point Shelter assists victims/survivors of domestic violence,

sexual assault, and homelessness. They provide a 24-hour crisis hotline,
emergency shelter, Forensic Nurse Examiner Program, legal advocacy, support
groups and counseling services that help thousands of women and their children.
We will be sending cards to all MCMS members with a list inside of this year’s Holiday Sharing Card
participants. If you would like to have your name included as a donor, please complete the form
below and return it along with your check to the MCMS Office no later than December 10, 2015.
If you have, any questions please contact the MCMS office at 810-387-0364 or Email
mcms@msms.org.



Form and payment must be returned by December 10th

Name(s) to appear on holiday card _____________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________________________

$

Contribution to Food Program

Email

$

Contribution to Turning Point

Please make checks payable to: MCMS Foundation
Return form to: MCMS Foundation, P.O. Box 62, Yale, MI 48097-0062
The MCMS Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization sponsored by the Macomb County
Medical Society. As the MCMS Foundation pays for all costs associated with this project, your donation is
100% tax deductible. The MCMS Foundation Tax ID # 38-3180176.
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M E M B E R S H I P

R E P O R T

New Members
MARIANA ATANASOVSKI, MD
Dermatology - Board Certified

Medical School: Wayne State University,
2010. Residency & Internship: Crittenton
Hospital, Wayne State University,
completed in 2014. Hospital Affiliation:
St. John Macomb. Currently practicing
at Allure Medical Spa, 8180 26 Mile Rd., Ste. 300, Shelby
Township, MI 48316, ph. 586-992-8300.

JOANNA PEASE, DO
Vice President Medical Affairs &
Chief Medical Officer
Internal Medicine - Board Certified

Medical School: Kirksville College of
Osteopathic Medicine, 1981. Residency
& Internship: Detroit Osteopathic,
Normandy Osteopathic Hospital, completed in1985. Hospital
Affiliation: Henry Ford Macomb. Currently practicing at Henry
Ford Macomb, 15855 19 Mile Rd., Clinton Twp., MI 48038,
ph. 586-263-2704.

MIHAI ILIESIU, MD
Internal Medicine - Board Certified, Pulmonary Disease - Board
Certified

Medical School: University of Medicine & Pharmacy Hatieganu
(Romania), 2008. Residency & Internship: St John Hosp. &
Medical Center, completed 2012, University of Texas Health
Science Center, completed 2015. Hospital Affiliation: St. John
Hosp. & Medical Center. Currently practicing at Pulmonary &
Critical Care Assoc., 50505 Schoenherr Rd., Ste. 290, Shelby
Twp., MI 48315, Ph. 586-314-0080.

VERONICA SESI, DO
Neurology - Board Certified, Sleep Medicine
- Board Certified

Medical School: MI State University,
2005. Residency & Internship: Henry
Ford Hosp., University of MI Hospital,
completed in 2010. Hospital Affiliations:
Henry Ford Macomb. Currently practicing at Pulmonary &
Critical Care Assoc., 50505 Schoenherr Rd., Ste. 290, Shelby
Twp., MI 48315, Ph. 586-314-0080.

DAVORKA NIKOLIC, MD
Pulmonary Disease, Critical Care, Internal Medicine - 		
Board Certified all

Medical School: University of Belgrade (Serbia), 2001.
Residency & Internship: Michael Reese Hospital (Chicago),
Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit, completed in 2010. Hospital
Affiliation: Henry Ford Macomb, St. John Hosp. & Medical
Center. Currently practicing at Pulmonary & Critical Care
Assoc., 25319 Little Mack, St. Clair Shores, MI 48081, ph.
586-772-5550.

STEPHEN M. SWETECH, DO
Family Practice, Geriatric Medicine,
Occupation Medicine - Board Certified all

Medical School: MI State University,
1986. Hospital Affiliation: Beaumont,
McLaren Macomb. Currently practicing
at 43600 Garfield Rd., Clinton Twp., MI
48038, ph. 586-228-0400.
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A M A

U P D A T E

HOW THE AMA
IS HELPING
AMERICA’S
PHYSICIANS
COMBAT
BURNOUT
PHYSICIAN-TESTED STRATEGIES
AVAILABLE TO IMPROVE
PROFESSIONAL FULFILLMENT,
RESILIENCE AND WELL-BEING
The problem of burnout and caregiver
fatigue among physicians is real and
immediate. In fact, research shows that
the rates of overall burnout extend to
about 40 percent of U.S. physicians,
more than 10 percentage points
higher than the general population.
In response, the American Medical
Association (AMA) has created an
ambitious program aimed at successfully
preventing burnout and promoting wellbeing for medical professionals.
AMA STEPS Forward, (www.stepsforward.
org) the online practice transformation
series launched last June, is offering
new online modules that help physicians
learn their risk factors for burnout and
adopt real-life strategies to reignite
professional fulfillment and resilience.
“Physicians are professionals who at
their core are called to self-sacrifice and
inclined to always do what’s necessary
to take care of patients,” said AMA
President Steven J. Stack, M.D. “But
modern medicine can take a toll over
time, and the AMA wants physicians to
know about the risks associated with

18

burnout and the strategies to help
combat it.”
A prominent collaborative study by
the AMA and RAND confirmed that
the obstacles to putting patients first
contribute to physician dissatisfaction
and the risk of burnout. Building on
these findings, two new modules in
the AMA STEPS Forward series offer key
strategies for taking on burnout.
• The first module, Improving
Physician Resiliency, offers an
internal approach to help physicians
managed personal and professional
stress. Physicians who are resilient
are better equipped to manage the
stress of relentless change in medical
practice and less likely to experience
burnout. The module provides simple,
evidence-based solutions to help
physicians foster resilience against
stress and protect against burnout.
• The second module, Preventing
Physician Burnout, offers an external
approach to help physicians make
practice-level changes to improve
workflow and reduce barriers to
patient care. Increasing physician
involvement in efforts to improve
their practice environment results in
better patient satisfaction, quality
outcomes, and overall practice
morale and productivity. The module
provides assessment tools and
targeted intervention strategies that
reduce sources of stress and support
professional well-being.
Both modules are among 17 others
currently available in the STEPS Forward
series created by the AMA in partnership
with Klick Health, an award-winning
digital health agency. The interactive
initiative covers transformative medical
practice solutions in key areas such
as: practice efficiency and patient
care, patient health, and technology
and innovation. Physicians have found
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“The problem
of burnout and
caregiver fatigue
among physicians is
real and immediate.”
STEPS Forward a valued resource with
86 percent indicating they are likely
to implement solutions offered by the
program.
Additional modules are planned and
the AMA is seeking more high-value,
easy-to-adopt, transformative medical
practice solutions to add to STEPS
Forward.
The AMA in collaboration with the
Medical Group Management Association
has issued a practice innovation
challenge offering an opportunity for
out-of-the-box thinkers to propose
solutions that will also help physicians
adapt to the changing health care
environment. The best solutions will
be eligible for one of several $10,000
prizes in addition to having their
idea developed into future STEPS
Forward modules. Additional details,
submission requirements and evaluation
criteria are available at: http://www.
innovatewithama.com/.
AMA STEPS Forward is the latest
initiative in the AMA’s ongoing strategic
commitment to help physicians and their
practices thrive so they can continue
to put patients first. From revitalizing
medical practices to ensuring that
digital health helps provide highquality patient care, the AMA’s goal is
to help physicians navigate and succeed
in a continually evolving health care
environment.

R E P O R T A B L E

D I S E A S E S

U P D A T E

2015
2014
2013
AMEBIASIS.....................................................0........................... 1..........................1
BLASTOMYCOSIS..........................................0........................... 1..........................0
BOTULISM (FOODBORNE)..........................0........................... 0..........................0
BOTULISM (INFECTIOUS)............................0........................... 0..........................0
BRUCELLOSIS...............................................0........................... 0..........................0
CAMPYLOBACTER........................................66......................... 87......................68**
CHICKENPOX...............................................20......................... 88......................40**
CHLAMYDIA.............................................. 1,857.....................2,467.................. 2,514
COCCIDIOIDOMYCOSIS...............................2........................... 7..........................2
CREUTZFELDT JAKOB..................................1........................... 2..........................1
CRYPTOCOCCOSIS.......................................1........................... 2..........................1
CRYPTOSPORIDIOSIS....................................1........................... 9..........................7
DENGUE FEVER............................................1........................... 0..........................0
DIPHTHERIA.................................................0........................... 0..........................0
EHRLICHIOSIS..............................................1........................... 1..........................0
ENCEPHALITIS PRIMARY..............................1........................... 3..........................0
ENC POST OTHER........................................1........................... 2..........................2
FLU-LIKE DISEASE................................... 18,642...................28,824................ 42,842
GIARDIASIS..................................................11......................... 22........................19
GONORRHEA..............................................362....................... 497......................575
GRANULOMA INGUINALE...........................0........................... 0..........................0
GUILLAIN-BARRE SYNDROME.....................3........................... 6........................8**
HEMOLYTIC UREMIC SYN............................0........................... 0..........................0
HEPATITIS A..................................................3........................... 4..........................7
HEPATITIS B (ACUTE)...................................1........................... 7..........................7
HEPATITIS B (CHRONIC)............................112....................... 144....................123**
HEPATITIS C (ACUTE)..................................15......................... 15.........................7
HEPATITIS C (CHRONIC)............................540....................... 704....................494**
HEPATITIS D..................................................0........................... 0..........................0
HEPATITIS E...................................................0........................... 0..........................0
H. FLU INVASIVE DISEASE...........................10.......................... 9.........................11
HISTOPLASMOSIS.........................................4........................... 2........................3**
HIV^ ..........................................................74......................... 54........................35
INFLUENZA .............................................. 1,097...................... 820......................147
KAWASAKI SYNDROME.................................9........................... 6..........................9
LEGIONNAIRE’S DISEASE............................22......................... 24........................31
LISTERIOSIS...................................................0........................... 1..........................1
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Macomb County Health Department Reportable Diseases Summary
Diseases Reported - Note: Cumulative total for previous years; year-to-date for September 2015
2015
2014
2013
LYME DISEASE...............................................6........................... 1..........................0
MALARIA.......................................................1........................... 1..........................0
MEASLES.......................................................0........................... 0..........................0
MENINGITIS VIRAL......................................43......................... 46......................75**
MENINGITIS BACTERIAL/BACTEREMIA
(EXCLUDING N. MENINGITIDIS).................9........................... 8..........................4
MENINGOCOCCAL DISEASE.......................1........................... 1..........................0
MUMPS..........................................................0........................... 2..........................0
PERTUSSIS....................................................23......................... 95.....................108**
POLIO............................................................0........................... 0..........................0
PSITTACOSIS.................................................0........................... 0..........................0
Q FEVER........................................................0........................... 0..........................1
RABIES ANIMAL............................................1........................... 3..........................2
RABIES HUMAN............................................0........................... 0..........................0
REYE SYNDROME..........................................0........................... 0..........................0
ROCKY MNTN SPOTTED FVR.......................0........................... 0..........................0
RUBELLA.......................................................0........................... 0..........................0
SALMONELLOSIS.........................................62......................... 75......................76**
SHIGELLOSIS...............................................15.......................... 9..........................4
STEC***........................................................6.......................... 11.........................6
STREP DIS, INV, GRP A.................................20......................... 26........................18
STREP PNEUMO, INV + DR.........................35......................... 45........................58
SYPHILIS.......................................................25......................... 78........................78
SYPHILIS CONGENITAL................................0........................... 0..........................1
TETANUS.......................................................0........................... 0..........................0
TOXIC SHOCK SYNDROME..........................2........................... 1..........................2
TUBERCULOSIS............................................9.......................... 10........................11
TULAREMIA...................................................0........................... 0..........................0
TYPHOID FEVER...........................................0........................... 1..........................0
VIBRIOSIS......................................................0........................... 0..........................0
VISA...............................................................0........................... 1..........................2
WEST NILE VIRUS.........................................1........................... 0........................3**
YELLOW FEVER............................................0........................... 0..........................0
All 2014 numbers are final
**REFLECTS BOTH PROBABLE & CONFIRMED CASE REPORTS
***Shiga-toxin producing Escherichia coli per MDCH; combo of E. coli & Shiga Toxin 1 or 2
^Previously reported as “AIDS”

Medical Records of
Retired Physicians
Patients looking for their medical records
from retired physicians frequently contact
the MCMS. If you are retired or will be
retiring shortly, please contact the MCMS at
810-387-0364 or email mcms@msms.org
and let us know how patients can retrieve
their records. If the records have been
destroyed, please inform us of that also
so we can note our database accordingly.
Thank you!
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The essence of medicine isn’t business.
It’s a sacred bond between doctor and patient,
one person caring for another.
Believe in better

Our doctors embrace this every day with remarkable
passion and commitment.
STJOHNPROVIDENCE.ORG

4

866-501-DOCS (3627)

ST. JOHN HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER • PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL • ST. JOHN MACOMB-OAKLAND HOSPITAL
PROVIDENCE PARK HOSPITAL • ST. JOHN RIVER DISTRICT HOSPITAL

Macomb Medicus, May/June 2010

